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you guys are noobs.. i know how to fix the battle.net thing. when you click battle.net and if it doesnt let you in saying somekind of error then just close the
game, go to your internet connection and disable your firewall. then, with your firewall disabled, open frozen throne again and click battle.net. then create an

account and have fun =) i heard that the blizzard guys did something to good old battle.net and now u cant play on it if youve got no cd cracks. somebody
please tell them that cds arent immortal! if they are so worried why dont they release official no cd patches that requires a battle.net cd key to download it.

that would put an end to their worries about piracy. oh well, they do have that system of sending the empty box for a new cd, but who the hell is gonna wait 2
months for the new cd to come if you feel like playing some warcraft 3 but cant find your old cd, or cant be bugged to put it in the tray every time, youll want
to patch your copy so that you can play whenever you want. you used to have to download fan-made patches in order to successfully play without the cd, but
blizzard has made no cd a standard feature in later versions of warcraft 3. this guide will show you how to patch officially, or use an old homemade solution.

to someone you have to apply the patch, just downloading it wont work. i am not sure how because i never used the download but my guess is that u have to
open it up(the download that is) or try to connect to bnet on frozen throne(which should give a download bar at 100% and will automaticlly update) zince u
probably are unable to upen frozen throne because it is not 1.21a, try downloading the 1.20e no cd crack from the internet and then open up and update
frozen throen to 1.21 via opeinging bnet then put ur 1.21a no cd crack back in this is so complicated. my starcraft one worked under 2 min with bnet and

everything.
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so i managed to get warcraft iii running on windows xp sp2, but i can't seem to get warcraft iii: reign
of chaos to start up. the error message i get is "war3.exe - ordinal not found. the ordinal 570 could
not be located in the dynamic link library storm.dll". there's no way to start the game, so i have no
way of knowing if my copy is a legitimate copy or not. i need to know what version i have. it's not

listed on the windows xp games list. is there any way to run the no-cd crack without an original cd? i
have not played warcraft 3 in a few years, and i just downloaded the no cd patch for it to run on

windows xp sp2. in the patch it says that it is for frozen throne. i have not played frozen throne or
any other of the expansions. how do i know if my version is legal? i tried to install it and it seems like

it wont work. i have a 1.21a cd and a 1.21a cdkey, both from the same game, and when i go on
battle.net and click play it says, could not connect to battle.net please verify that frozen throne cd-
rom is in, then click retry. you can play with your friend who has the same cd, but i am unable to

play battle.net because it wont let me. okay, to sum things up here, the patch to play b.net online at
gamecopy world as of today is infected with a trojan. if you have the original cdkey, but your original

cds are hooched for whatever reason, you can use daemon tools to simulate the cd being in the
drive, and there's no need to use a no cd crack or any other cracks for that matter. problems all

solved. i am only interested in playing single player, thats it, not battlenet. but i still cant figure out
how to get this bugger to work. it constantly says, please verify that frozen throne cd-rom is in, then

click retry. how exactly do i get this to work which link do i download from 5ec8ef588b
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